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CHAPTER 01
U N D E R S T A N D I N G  

A N X I E T Y  &  D E P R E S S I O N
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WHAT IS
ANXIETY?

Anxiety is a common emotion when dealing with daily

stresses and problems. But when these emotions are

persistent, excessive and irrational, and affect a person’s

ability to function, anxiety becomes a disorder. There are

different types of anxiety disorders, including phobias, panic

and stress disorders, and obsessive compulsive disorder. 

 

When you’re experiencing it, you may notice apprehension or

a sense of foreboding, worry, and 

muscle tension. You may feel keyed up and on edge. You may

detect that the bodily changes associated with anxiety are

much less pronounced and dramatic than with fear. Yet

anxiety and worry can last much longer than fear, often

ebbing and flowing for days, weeks, months, or even years. Tis

is possible, in part, because anxiety tends to be fueled more

by what your mind does than by real sources of danger or

threat.

 

And as hard as it may be to experience anxiety, it’s important

to be mindful that you still need the

capacity to experience anxiety. Why? Because it can help

motivate you to get things done and can keep you out of

harm’s way
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WHAT IS
DEPRESSION?

Sadness or downswings in mood are normal

reactions to life’s struggles, setbacks, and

disappointments. Many people use the word

“depression” to explain these kinds of feelings, but

depression is much more than just sadness.

 

Some people describe depression as “living in a

black hole” or having a feeling of impending doom.

However, some depressed people don't feel sad at

all—they may feel lifeless, empty, and apathetic, or

men in particular may even feel angry, aggressive,

and restless.

 

Whatever the symptoms, depression is different

from normal sadness in that it engulfs your day-to-

day life, interfering with your ability to work, study,

eat, sleep, and have fun. The feelings of

helplessness, hopelessness, and worthlessness are

intense and unrelenting, with little, if any, relief.
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Excessive Worrying - According to the

National Institute of Mental Health,

individuals with anxiety disorders often worry

excessively or have a sense of dread, usually

lasting six months or longer. These anxious

feelings can stem from school, the workplace,

social interactions, personal relationships,

health, or finances, to name a few causes.

Difficulties Sleeping & Restlessness - It is

very common for anxiety to keep people

awake at night, especially the night before an

event that is contributing to the fear and

tension

Fatigue - Even if the individual manages to

get to sleep and an adequate amount of it,

someone who experiences anxiety may feel

unsatisfied, experience fatigue throughout

the day, or become easily tired.

Concentration Issues - Having difficulty

concentrating is a common symptom of

anxiety that can also be considered a side-

effect of worry or sleep problems. 

Increased Heart Rate & Palpitations - When

faced with a situation that induces stress, a

person may notice that his or her heart rate

goes up or begins to feel irregular.

Sweating & Hot Flashes - An increase in

body temperature often comes from one’s

heart-rate and blood pressure going up.

Trembling & Shaking - The stress

associated with anxiety can cause a

person’s limbs to shake uncontrollably,

especially the hands. 

T H E  S I G N S  O F  
A N X I E T Y
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Increased fatigue and sleep problems -

Depression often comes with a lack of energy

and an overwhelming feeling of fatigue,

which can be among the most debilitating

symptoms of depression. This could lead to

excessive sleeping.

Anxiety - While depression hasn’t been

shown to cause anxiety, the two conditions

often occur together.

Changes in appetite and weight - Some

people will have an increased appetite and

gain weight, while others won’t be hungry

and will lose weight.

Uncontrollable emotions - Nothing outside of

you prompted the change, but your emotions

are up and down at a moment’s notice.

Looking at death - Depression is sometimes

connected with suicide. In 2013, more than

42,000 people died from suicide in the United

States, according to the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention Trusted Source.

Hopeless outlook - Major depression is a

mood disorder that affects the way you feel

about life in general. Having a hopeless or

helpless outlook on your life is the most

common symptom of depression.

Lost interest - A loss of interest or withdrawal

from activities that you once looked forward

to — sports, hobbies, or going out with

friends — is yet another telltale sign of major

depression.

T H E  S I G N S  O F  
D E P R E S S I O N
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1 If you believe that you’re struggling with anxiety or depression, it can be helpful to involve

a medical professional or mental health professional. If you struggle with having the

energy to make any changes in your life to begin addressing the symptoms that you’re

experiencing, this can be an important step.

Get A Mental Health Professional Involved

2

4

While there are several different types of deep breathing techniques, you don’t need a

specific strategy to benefit from this. You can simply focus on taking slow deep breaths in

through your nose, holding it for a few seconds, and then slowly breathing out through

your mouth.

Practice Deep Breathing

Depending on the impact that depression and anxiety are having on you, these goals can be

straightforward, such as making your bed when you wake up in the morning or eating lunch at a

certain time of the day. Doing this can help set you up for success, and when you start to have these

small victories, it can help you feel more energized to tackle slightly larger tasks.

Set Some Simple Goals For The Day

3

5

Working to get on a sleep schedule may be able to help address this problem. Most adults should

be getting between seven and nine hours of sleep a night. Focus on trying to go to sleep at the

same time each night and waking up at the same time each morning. This can help your body

adjust to the new routine.

Develop A Sleep Schedule

The food you eat can have a big impact on the way you feel and your energy levels. Many people turn

to caffeine or sugary drinks and snacks if they start to feel their energy dip. However, this can have the

opposite impact than what you’re looking for. You may find that this type of eating puts you on a sugar

roller coaster.

Pay Attention To What You’re Eating   

H O W  T O  D E A L  W I T H
A N X I E T Y  &  D E P R E S S I O N
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6 It can be helpful to build a strong support system around yourself. This could be made up

of family and friends, or you could join a support group of others that are going through

similar experiences. It can be helpful to have people that care about you who can check in

on you to see how you’re doing.

Turn To Your Support System

7

9

When you engage in physical activity, it can release chemicals in your brain that help

boosts your mood. It also helps prepare your body for taking action, and you don’t have to

be engaged in a rigorous exercise regimen to benefit from this.

Exercise

You may find that you experience an increase in energy levels through journaling. Taking time to

write down your thoughts and concerns in a journal may be able to help you relieve some of the

anxious thoughts that you usually have running through your mind.

Journaling

8

10

You may not have the energy to tackle your to-do list for the day or jump into a workout, but even

just going outside can help improve your energy levels. You may even notice that you have a

decrease in stress and that you have lower blood pressure when you start spending more time

outdoors.

Go Outside

Counseling and therapy are extremely effective for a person’s mental health because they teach

individuals the skills they need to cope with their emotions and the problems that they currently face

as well as the ones that will arise in the future.

Try Therapy

H O W  T O  D E A L  W I T H
A N X I E T Y  &  D E P R E S S I O N
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CHAPTER 03
MANAGING MINDFULNESS &

ACHIEVING ACCEPTANCE



Are you wondering what acceptance has

to do with anxiety and depression? Well,

everyone feels anxious or sad now and

then. 

Recognizing and accepting those

feelings is important because if you

absolutely can’t stand to be worried or

down, then you’ll inevitably feel more

upset when you experience these normal

feelings. In other words, you get more

upset and distressed about getting

distressed. That’s clearly not very

helpful.

Don’t get us wrong; we want you to feel

good most of the time. But as far as we

know, the only humans who don’t feel

some anxiety or sadness are, well . . .

dead. 

Besides, if you don’t know sadness, it’s

difficult to know what happiness is. 

Understanding what is acceptance for mindfulness:

Without worry, you wouldn’t appreciate

calm. Accept a certain degree of difficult

emotions as part of your life.

One way to accept a few negative feelings

is to view them objectively. Imagine that

you’re writing a report on the experience

of anxiety or depression. To accurately

express the experience, you need to

acquire a dispassionate understanding of

the essence of your emotions.

In other words, observe and accept your

feelings without judgment. As you do,

you’ll likely see that your distress lessens.

Whether you’re depressed or anxious,

accepting the emotional angst

dispassionately will help you handle your

bad feelings without becoming more

upset.
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Non-judging - In mindfulness practices, we

pay attention, but in a particular way, from a

more neutral point of view. Be curious and let

the judgments go!

Patience - It’s about giving yourself

permission to take the time and space

necessary for mindful practices, without

attachment to any particular outcome, and

just see what unfolds.

Beginner’s Mind - In mindfulness practices,

we try to cultivate a “beginner’s mind,” in

which we see everything as if for the first

time, without any preconceived expectations.

Who knows? Your new perspectives may lead

to new beginnings.

Trust - It’s better to trust your own intuition,

even if you make some mistakes along the

way, than to always look outside yourself for

direction. Be open and receptive to what you

can learn from other sources, but ultimately,

the intention is to find your own wisdom

from within, and to trust in that unfolding

Acceptance or Acknowledgement - We

remind ourselves to be receptive and open

to whatever we are thinking, feeling, or

seeing, and accept it because that is the

key to change, healing, and sustainable

growth.

Letting Go - When we become aware of

the mind’s impulses to dwell, grasp, or

push away, we recognize them and choose

not to pursue them any further. We just

observe and let go, or notice, and let things

be.  

S E V E N  M I N D F U L N E S S
A T T I T U D E S
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1 You're choosing to allow it to be there when you can't change it in that moment. To make

space for it. To give yourself permission to be as you are, feel what you feel, or have

experienced what you've experienced without creating unproductive shame or anxiety.

Acceptance does not mean liking, wanting, choosing, or supporting.

2

4

It can require effort at times (or most of the time, at least initially). It can be frustrating at

times. But, like creating a clearing in a grass field by walking the same path many times,

every time you practice acceptance toward something, you create and strengthen neural

pathways in your brain, facilitating ease in the future.

Acceptance is an active process. It must be practiced.

Focusing too much on the present can be counterproductive, as a large part of acceptance involves

letting go of the desire that things will change—detaching from hope that, in some cases, creates

suffering.

Acceptance doesn't mean you're accepting it's going to be that way forever.

3

5

 Practicing acceptance does not necessarily mean you won't be able to make a change. You can

accept your body and still change it, accept your emotions and acknowledge their impermanence,

and accept your behavior one day when you might change it tomorrow.

Acceptance doesn't mean that you can't work on changing things.

I encourage you to consider how acceptance has benefited your life in the past, and how you can

practice it more in the present.

We can practice acceptance toward our experience, people, appearance,
emotions, ideas, and more.

W H A T  I S
A C C E P T A N C E ?
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GRATITUDE & DEPRESSION



WHAT IS
GRATITUDE?

Managing symptoms of depression isn’t easy and there

are plenty of opinions on how you can tackle it. You’ve

probably read at least an article or two on the benefits

of gratitude. Maybe you tried writing a few morning

gratitude lists or keeping a thankfulness journal. Many

people push the importance of feeling thankful when it

comes to combating depression.

 

What exactly is gratitude, though? Practicing gratitude

is a bit more than a simple “Thank you” for a favor. The

word comes from Latin, the word gratia meaning grace,

graciousness, or gratefulness. Depending on the

context, gratitude can be any one of those things. It’s a

deep sense of thankfulness for the good that exists in

a world that often feels dark.

 

People who adhere to positive psychology stress the

importance of cultivating gratitude. They keep the

journals, write the lists, and insist that a solution to

some depression symptoms lies in those practices.

There’s a deeper connection at play between gratitude

and depression than researchers initially thought,

though.
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Expressing gratitude can

improve your mood - People

who regularly express gratitude

for the positive things in their

life are shown to be happier

overall, leading to lower rates of

stress and depression.

Showing gratitude can make you

more optimistic -  Studies show

that those who express gratitude

regularly appear to have a more

positive outlook on life. 

Sharing gratitude can improve

social bonds - People have

reported feeling more loved and

more connected to others in

their lives when they routinely

practice gratitude or those

around them practice gratitude.

Practicing gratitude can improve

your physical health - People

who actively express gratitude

tend to be more engaged in

activities to take care of their

physical health, like eating well

and exercising. This leads to

higher energy levels, better sleep

and a stronger immune system,

or the ability to fight off illness or

infection.

H O W  G R A T I T U D E  W O R K S
T O  I M P R O V E  M E N T A L  H E A L T H
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1
You can make yourself happier and nurture your relationship with another person by

writing a thank-you letter or email expressing your enjoyment and appreciation of that

person's impact on your life. Send it, or better yet, deliver and read it in person if possible.

Make a habit of sending at least one gratitude letter a month. Once in a while, write one to

yourself.

Write a thank-you note. 

2

4

No time to write? It may help just to think about someone who has done something nice

for you, and mentally thank the individual.

Thank someone mentally.

Pick a time every week to sit down and write about your blessings — reflecting on what went right or

what you are grateful for. Sometimes it helps to pick a number — such as three to five things — that

you will identify each week. As you write, be specific and think about the sensations you felt when

something good happened to you.

Count your blessings.

3

5

6

Make it a habit to write down or share with a loved one thoughts about the gifts you've received

each day.

Keep a gratitude journal.

I encourage you to consider how acceptance has benefited your life in the past, and how you can

practice it more in the present.

Pray. 

Mindfulness meditation involves focusing on the present moment without judgment. Although people

often focus on a word or phrase (such as "peace"), it is also possible to focus on what you're grateful for

(the warmth of the sun, a pleasant sound, etc.).

Meditate.

W A Y S  T O  C U L T I V A T E
G R A T I T U D E
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DECLUTTERING YOUR MIND



WHAT IS 
DECLUTTERING?

The dictionary definition of decluttering is the

removal of unnecessary items from an untidy or

overcrowded space.

 

The process can be applied to tangible physical

items in your home or workplace, such as books,

furniture and clothes. For ideas and useful advice

on how to go about tackling this, see our page on

decluttering your living spaces.

 

Decluttering can also be applied to intangible

things, such as negative thoughts, worries and

responsibilities, that constantly occupy your mind.

A calendar crammed with too many commitments,

or people making unnecessary demands on your

time and attention, can become overwhelming and

cause anxiety.

www.glorynationblog.com
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There’s something a lot worse than

having a cluttered home or work

space, and that’s having a cluttered

mind. A cluttered mind is restless and

unfocused. It tries to move in many

different directions at once and the

result is that very little gets done.

Many of us suffer from having ‘too

much on our minds’. You might be

worrying about the future, reflecting

on past regrets, or fretting about a

long mental to-do list. When your

mind is so busy with an array of

different thoughts, it is difficult to

focus and be productive. Everything

can seem overwhelming and it often

leads to feelings of anxiety or panic. 

Understanding decluttering of mind:

You might be suffering from disturbed

sleep as a result, which in turn

exacerbates the problem as you

become more tired (for more on this,

see our page on the importance of

sleep.)

Mental clutter can include all of the

following: worrying about the future;

ruminating about the past; keeping a

mental to-do list; complaints; and so

on. Fortunately, there are strategies

and techniques you can use to clean

out some space in your head.

www.glorynationblog.com
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1 A cluttered home or work space leads to a cluttered mind.

Cluttered surroundings are constantly telling your brain that there is stuff to be done,

organising, cleaning, tidying. The brain feels bombarded by these stimuli, causing stress

and anxiety.

Declutter your physical space

2

4

Keep your journal or notepad nearby, so that if your concentration is interrupted by a

sudden thought that you need to remember, you can write it down for later and carry on

with what you were doing.

Write Things Down

Don’t feel under obligation to attend social events because you ‘feel you should’. Choose

engagements that are worth your time and energy. Spend time with the people who boost your

mental wellbeing.

Be decisive and don’t feel awkward about saying no

3

5

Set aside a specific amount of time in which you can focus completely on one particular important

task. Keep all other mental clutter out of your head space while you are concentrating on the task

in hand. Break down your larger items of mental clutter into smaller chunks that are easier to

tackle individually

Stop multitasking and prioritise

Worrying is a waste of valuable mental energy. Worry doesn’t make anything better, it clutters your

mind and makes you feel worse. If you have control over the problem, then do the things in your

power to change it. If you can’t then let it go.

Don’t dwell on the past and don’t worry about what you can’t control

D E C L U T T E R I N G  M I N D
T E C H N I Q U E S
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Goals for My Mind

Today's Focus

Date:

My Reminder

Priorities List

Goals for My Body

Today's plan
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ZONES OF
REGULATION

Full of negative
emotions and may

react harshly

Attentive and feeling
positive overall

Uncomfortable and
needs to focus

Low energy and
motivation to

participate

To stay in the green
zone, I tried to:

SUNDAY

Today I felt:

To stay in the green
zone, I tried to:

WEDNESDAY

Today I felt:

To stay in the green
zone, I tried to:

MONDAY

Today I felt:

To stay in the green
zone, I tried to:

TUESDAY

Today I felt:

To stay in the green
zone, I tried to:

To stay in the green
zone, I tried to:

To stay in the green
zone, I tried to:

THURSDAY

Today I felt:

FRIDAY

Today I felt:

SATURDAY

Today I felt:

Our emotions can be divided into four zones: blue, green, yellow, and red.   We always try to stay or go back to the
green zone and avoid the red zone. 

Fill out the calendar below for an overview of the zones you go through in a week. 

My week of emotions
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In these clouds, write down all of your thoughts and feelings that are having.
They can be happy thoughts, sad thoughts, worried thoughts, excited thoughts!

What's inside my mind

www.glorynationblog.com



EVENT

A cognitive-behavioural strategy to capture and identify automatic negative thoughts. 

FEELINGS

How did it make me feel?

What happened?

THOUGHTS

What was I telling myself when the

event was happening? 

BEHAVIOUR

What was my response to the situation? 

SUPPORTIVE EVIDENCE

Why is my thought true?

NON-SUPPORTIVE EVIDENCE

Why might my thought not be

true?

Thoughts record 
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My negative thought:

Evidence for my thought: Evidence against my thought:

How can I reframe my negative thought to a more realistic one? 

Negative to positive
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A calming technique that connects you with the present by 
exploring the five senses.  

Instructions: Sitting or standing, take a deep breath in, and complete the following questions.  

5 things you can see

4 things you can touch

3 things you can hear

2 things you can smell

1 thing you can taste

Grounding technique 

www.glorynationblog.com
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MY GOAL:

ANXIETY-PRODUCING SITUATION

0

Fear crusher
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Protective factors help you be resilient when faced with challenges. Fill in
the below areas to help identify strengths in your life.

SOCIAL SUPPORT
List two people in your life that you can talk to about your problems.

SKILLS
Describe at least one thing you are good at, or have knowledge on.

COPING STRATEGIES
Describe a time when you've overcome a challenge.

PERSONAL IDENTITY
Describe something you are proud of, relating to your personal identity.  

COMMUNITY
List any interest activities you are engaged in.

My protective factors
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Instructions: Place the words into either the positive or negative feeling jars. Use a
dictionary to look up any unfamiliar words. 

Positive

negative

CO
NT
EN
T

HAPPY

RE
LIE
VE
D

PROUD

EX
CIT

ED

APPRECIATED

JOY

THANKFUL

LOVED

SAD

JEALOUS

LONELY

ANGRY

HURT

EMBARASSE
D

SCARED

WORRIED

CO
NF
US
ED
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CAN YOU CLEARLY CONVEY YOUR FEARS?

Immerse in your emotions and explain your biggest fear. Is it dying alone or being
unsuccessful in your career? Or is it simply public speaking or a fear of rejection?
Whatever it is, write about your greatest fear in no more than 100 words.

www.glorynationblog.com
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We go through different positive and negative emotions everyday. It is okay to have all those feelings
but we must also find ways to cope.

 
Fill each box with the title of songs (and their artist) that you think fit the descriptions provided.

FOR
AMUSEMENT TO UPLIFT

a song that gets 
stuck in my head

a song I associate
to freedom

a song I know all
the words to

a song that gives
me energy

a song from my favorite
movie or tv series

a song I'd like to
wake me up

FOR
DIVERSION

a song that makes
me feel safe

a song that helps me
think positively

a song that inspires me

TO DISCHARGE

a song for when you
get anxious worried

a song for when you
get angry or annoyed

a song for when you
feel lonely or afraid

FOR STRONG
EMOTIONS

a song that reminds
you of a good memory

a song that makes you
think of a loved one

a song to remind you
that you are loved

www.glorynationblog.com
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1

3

5

2

4

6

Depression is a serious mental health condition that affects
people from all walks of life. If you have symptoms, please seek

help as there are many treatment options available. 

Insert first symptom

Insert third symptom

Insert fifth symptom

Insert second symptom

Insert fourth symptom

Insert sixth symptom

Symptoms of depression

www.glorynationblog.com



Read the 5 Weaknesses-Zapping Strategies below, then identify at least one strategy

and action for each weakness.

MY WEAKNESSES

Lower your standards. Stop expecting so much of yourself.

Design a support system that helps you manage your weaknesses.

Overwhelm the weakness. Be good at something else.

Find a partner. Think of someone who loves doing what you don't and you love

doing what they don't - and swap.

Stop doing it! Why try so hard at something you're not good at?

MY STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS 

Strategies:

Actions:

Strategies:

Actions:

Strategies:

Actions:

Strategies:

Actions:

Strategies:

Actions:

Overcome your weakness
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QUESTIONS SCORE

Read through the questions below and rate yourself on a scale of 1 to 10.

1 = Not like me at all, 10 = That's me!

I have plenty of support from other people1.

I adapt quickly to new developments2.

I'm able to accept myself for who I am3.

I’m able to recover emotionally from losses 4.

I feel self-confident and appreciate myself5.

I’m very durable during tough times6.

I’m good at solving problems7.

I'm good at facing challenges8.

I'm good at interacting at times of stress9.

I have found benefits in bad experiences10.

Now add up your overall score

What could I do to increase the score?

Resiliency assessment
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What is your supportive system like?

For example, I tell my partner or best friend about my day and the projects I'm

working on on a daily basis.

How to improve your supportive system?

For example, I'll look for a mentor to whom I may turn for advice in times of need.

Creating a support system is a critical component of a successful transition for people

with disabilities. A support network is a group of people in your life who assist you in

achieving your personal and professional goals.

My supportive system
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The concept of positive mental attitude states that being optimistic in all aspects of

one's life creates positive developments and increases achievement.

What is your positive mental attitude?

For example, letting go of resentments from the past.

How would you improve your positive mental attitude?

For example, stop blaming myself and instead concentrate on what's been learned.

Positive mental attitude
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WHAT HAPPENED HOW I FELT WHAT I THOUGHT MY REACTION

WAS MY REACTION APPROPRIATE?

Unravelling my reaction
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self-actualization

esteem
needs

belongingness
and love needs

safety needs

physiological needs

Self-fulfillment needs

Psychological
needs

Basic
needs

Purpose in life diagram
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Fill these space with your
favorite activities & things
to fall back on when you're
in a bad mood and having
a not-so-good day.

Instruction

MY FAVORITE

Favorite Movies

Favorite Books

Favorite Games

THINGS I DO WHEN 
I 'M SAD

THINGS I DO WHEN
I'M BORED

THIS YEAR I 'M LOOKING
FORWARD TO

Thoughts & feelings
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Instructions: Describe an example of a need you have for each of the categories below:

GOOD IN MY BODY

SAFE

LOVED

CONFIDENT

FUFILLED

WHAT MAKES ME FEEL...

Hierarchy of needs
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This space is where you explain a little on what your chart above is about

and include instructions on how your readers can use it properly.

Awareness

Meditation

Compassion

Breathing

Exercise

Self

Discipline

Mindfulness
Chart

Daily charts of mindfulness
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Comfort
Zone Feel whole and In

control

Learn Mindfulness

Meditate and
Practice
Mindfulness

Lack of
Commitment 

Fear Zone

Growth Zone

Learning Zone

This space is where you explain a little

of what your chart above is about and

include instructions on how your

readers can use it properly, you can

make it a short paragraph and guide

them to also use the worksheet area.

Growth zones of mindfulness
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THERAPY
PROJECT TASK

TAKE A BREAK

Boundaries

Saying no when you’d rather

not do something

Not volunteering for extra

work

Communicating needs directly

to others

Cognitive Abilities

Learning something new

Playing brain games to improve

concentration

Reading

Affirmation

Emotional needs
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SLEEP

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 hours

HEALTH CARE

Annual Check-up for a month 1 2 3 4

Health Issue

Doctor's Notes

NUTRITION

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

www.glorynationblog.com
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Day 1 Day 11 Day 21

Day 2 Day 12 Day 22

Day 3 Day 13 Day 23

Day 4 Day 14 Day 24

Day 5 Day 15 Day 25

Day 6 Day 16 Day 26

Day 7 Day 17 Day 27

Day 8 Day 18 Day 28

Day 9 Day 19 Day 29

Day 10 Day 20 Day 30

For each day this month, spend 20 minutes completing the daily declutter every

morning at 7am. Once you've completed the task, tick the relevant day's checkbox.

30 day challenge

Declutter your home, life and mind 
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take a rest

DAY 01

treat yourself 

DAY 02

take a walk

DAY 03

se lf love

DAY 06

grat i tude

DAY 05

ca l l a f r iend

DAY 04

6 days happiness challenge
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MORNING REFLECTION

EVENING REFLECTION

How I felt this morning:

What I did before work:

What I was grateful for:

What I look forward to:

How I felt this evening:

What I was grateful for:

What I learned today:

What I look forward to:

My daily reflection
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Mental health check in

www.glorynationblog.com

I'm doing really well!

Things are going well for me.

Basically, I'm fine.

Things are starting to get tough for me.

I'm having a really tough time right
now.

It is time for me to reach out for help.



Caught Up
With Friends

Took A Shower Have Fun Meditated

Need A Lot Of
Rest

Practiced Self
Compassion

Take A Social
Media Break

Got 8 Hours Of
Sleep

Spending Time
With Nature

Took A Mental
Health Day

Dropped A
Habit That Is
Not For Me

Wrote Down In
My Journal

Treated Myself
Hugged My

Parents
Listened To My

Body
Drink Water

Mental health bingo
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Take a time-out.

Eat well-balanced meals.

Get enough sleep.

Maintain a positive attitude. 

Learn what triggers your anxiety.

Managing anxiety day-to-day
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checklist
Reflect on the week

Take a break

Organize and clean up

Write a gratitude list

Have an early night

A Simple Guide to Balancing Life

Subscribe to my newsletters to get free resources to help you find your God

Given purpose in life on website.

Q U I C K
R E M I N D E R
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F I N D I N G  T H E  B E S T
L I F E  C O A C H

BOOK A SESSION

Tools & Systems
FIND A PURPOSE & FIND JESUS CHRIST

Spiritual Guidance, Healing
Wealth, Abundance, Deliverance
Prayer, Fasting,
 & Aspiring Entrepreneurs.

Qualifications 
Certificated Spiritual Life Coach

Lead You to the Holy Spirit
Find out What is God’s Purpose for
Your Life?
Set Clear Goals & Expectations

Christy Sanderson
SPIRITUAL LIFE COACH

Coaching You Into Your Purpose
Finding Your Purpose in Life
Building A Personal Relationship
With God

www.glorynationblog.com
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I couldn't have found my way with your help,
Christy! I don't know how to say thanks or what
to do to repay you.
- Sophia~

Very interesting and make
life better than ever, you should try it.
- Laura

Even, though your blog is geared towards
women, as a Christian male. I appreciate you

faith driven blog posts. They are encouraging
and insightful.

- Kevin~

Really helps sleep better, focus on
things that need to make this a routine.

- Jenny

www.glorynationblog.com
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GET OUR FREE E-BOOK 5
WAYS TO INCREASE

YOUR FINANCE
Subscribe our newsletter to get the eBook 5 Ways to Increase Your

Finance on the sidebar of the post!!!

NEWSLETTER |  GLORY NATION

Thank you for joining our mailing list!
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course Content

Course Materials

Presentation style

Training Location

HIGHLY
SATISFIED

SATISFIED NEUTRAL DISSATISFIED
HIGHLY

DISSATISFIED

HOW LIKELY ARE YOU TO RECOMMEND OUR SERVICES TO A FRIEND

Not Likely Very Likely
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

WHAT IS YOUR GENERAL FEELING ABOUT OUR SERVICE?

CUSTOMER SATISFACTIONsurvey

Do you have any suggestions that could help us improve our services?
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